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A = surface area of sphere, so. ft.

0= speed of sound, ft/sec

, C = specific heat, BTU/IbeF

D a sphere diameter, ft.

h = heat transfer convection coefficient, BTU/br ft2eF

hC = average overall convection coefficient, FTU/hr ft 2 OF

hr = average overall radiation coerficlent, BTUAr ft 2F

1',V = Bessel functions of the first kind, order 1

k = thermal conductivity, BTU/hr ftvf

= molecular mean free path, ft.

M Each number (i- , dimensionless

U 0 dimensionless
NU Russelta number (tkj), dimensionless

NW average Nueselts number ý( .), dimensionless

Pj a impact pressure on probe, microns of Hg.

ps - nozzle wall static pressure, microns of Hg.

Pr = Prandtl number ( -k 0.72 for air) , dimensionless

= heat flux, BTU/Ar ft 2

e Reyolds nber(, dimensionless

Re1  I free stream Reynolds ntmber( A .) dimensionless

ez C= free stream Reynolds number behind normal shock wave in supersonic

fl•\- - , identical to ReI for subsonic flow, dimensionless

t temperature, qF

te s surface equilibrium temperature due to convection, OF

teI = surface equilibrium temperature due to convection, radiation, and

conduction, OF

t = tunnel wall temperature, OF



Vl!CLATURE - (COINTINnD)

a initial temperature of sphere, OF

T absolute temperature, OR

U - velocity, ft/sec

V - volume of sphere, ft 3

u = arbitrary variable of integration

w - specific-weight of sphere, lbs/ft 3

A = characteristic length, ft.

y = distance along outward normal from surface, ft.

Ca = thermal accommodation coefficient, d&mensiaoless

P = parameter A e p , dimensionless

= ratio of specific heats, dimensionless

e parameter, 1.996 " C ,dimensionless

Atemperature jp distance ft.

absolute viscosity, lbs sec/fl

g? = mass density, lb. sec/ft4

tc = t•so, hr.

SUBSCRIMl:

o a stagnation conditions

i =free stream conditions

2 = stream conditions behind normal shock wave in supersonic flow

av = an integrated average

e = surface equilibritm conditions

W = Surface conditions

y=o = stream conditions adjacent to the surface

SUYESCRIlS :

o = continuur conditions



Report No. HE-150-108

HEAT TRANSFER FROM SPHERES TO A RAREFIED GAS IN SUBSONIC FLU

1.0 INTRODItTION

Convective heat transfer from spheres to a rarefied gas has been

treated analytically and experimentally in Refs. l, 2, 3 and 4. From the

experimental reraits of Ref. 4, the predicted effect of gas rarefacton,

on the heat transfer in the slip flow region was in part substantiated, in

that the heat transfer coefficient decreased below its continuum value,

with increasing rarefaction. This effect is apparently (Ref. i) primarily

due to the temperature Jump condition at the surface, analogous to the slip

velocity at the surface, which occurs at low pressures. This temperature

jump introduces an effective thermal contact resistance at the surface.

The experimental results of Ref. 4 were determined under super-

sonic flow conditions. Since there existed a curved detached shock wave,

some doubt remained as to the effect of the shock wave and possibly other

compressibility phenomena on the results. It was considered desirable to

obtain heat transfer data from spheres at subsonic Mach numbers in the slip

flow region.

It is the purpose of this report to present overall avernge heat

transfer data from spheres to a rarefied air stream for a range of vari-

ables, 0.1I, N0.69 and l.74Re <124, and to present a simplified analysis

which predicts the trends of this data by a rarefaction correction to the

continum solution. An expression for the non-dimensional overall average

heat transfer coefficient for spheres in subsonic flow is obtained in the

form " U
dv

Nudv I

A 5 34Z~ Rep N uV

The flow regions investigated here and in Ref. 4 are shown on Fig. I in

comparison with the range of earlier investigations reported in Ref. 5.

2.0 AAAh MS

If one considers the temperature Jump in the slip flow reg!t•

as an effective thermal contact resistance at the surface over and shove
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the thermal resistance due to the viscous boundary layer, then the heat

transfer coefficient at low pressures can be determined to the first order

by a correct, on to the continuu heat transfer coefficient at the same

Reynolds number.

Consider a surface placed in a continuim flow uo that heat is

transfered between the surface and the stceam. At any particular instant

the surface temperature is assumed uniform and equal to to P Inht

h"Y=O eat = cQ wo - +eC) (2.1) 1

where is the gradient of temperature normal to the surface, K is theýy
heat conductivity, HC is the convective heat transfer coefficient, and te

is the equiibriu temperature of the surface. The subscript y = o iden-

tifies the properties of the air evaluated at tha surface and zero super-

script signifies continuum conditions.

Now if the air stream is rarefied while holding the Reynolds num-

ber constant, the additional resistance to heat transfer due to the tempera-

ture jump will present itself so that we may define a total convective heat

transfer eoefficient incorporating both the thermal boundary lsyer and ter-

perature ;p rtsistances by writing

q =Hc(± te) (2a2)

-here and t are the surface temperature and equilibritm surface tai-
W e

perature respect. ;oily.

The first order temperature jimp boundary condition may be

written as

t (2.3)

where t and -ot) are the temperature and gradient of tempera-YO bYy=o
ture in the layer of gas 5rmediately adjacent to the surface. The qan-

tity X is the temperature jump distance defined from kinetic theory

(Ref. 6) by the formula

X = 1.996 a r r

or: (2,4)
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with 1,4 1.8 de , c the accomtodation coefficient, (the ratio of

specific heats, Pr the Prandtl number, and 6 = 1.996 2-_4C + I"
This first order temperature Jump condition requires that te =et°

It ic now further astired thtst q , the heat transfortd between the sphere

at temperature 1w and the gas at temperature ti for the case of a surface

temperature Jump, is the same as the heat transfered between a sphere at

tempul;& UU- V and the gas at temperature • under conditions of no

tpeiatn J=p. In other 'or t tAq, 2.1 is assumed valid wi•h tv 4,

Combinations of Eqs. 2.1, 2.2 and 2.3 give

S= + (2.5)

Substituting Eq. 2.4 in 2.5 yields
0 o

h 18e ) XM (2.6)
kPePr

or
0Nu =i+ 1 48 -- eN u P e Pr u (2.7)

where u•uand N u are the local Tusselts numbers for continurm and rarefied

flows respectively.

Eq. 2.7 Indicates that nxperimental data could be coz-flated by a

plot of t 1  Nu Inus NeAr see Fig. 4.ýNxu - •O versu 3!e'Pi '

3.0 Uz•IUMTAL EQUIPMENT ap P• R O0U.

3.1 The required low density gas stream was provided by the No. 3

Wind Tunnel located at Berkeley. The constructional features and gen-

eral operating characteristics of the tunnel are contained in Pv`% 7.

An axi-symmetric, subsonic nozzle was employed in the investigation,

giving a range of Mach nrmbera, 0.1 to 0.69, and a static pressure

range of 36 to 3300 microns Hg. The nozzle used had an exit diameter
of 9 inches. The desaign of this nozzle is described in Ref. 8.

Ii

The foor spheres and the impact pressure probe were mounted on a

rotary selector (see Appendix C, Ref. 8) which in turn wns supported
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in the tunnel test chamber by a traversing mechanism (Ref. 7) capable

of axial, lateral, and vertical movement with respect to the nozzle.

With this versatile mounting system, any of the five objects on the

rotary selector could be moved into the flow field as required, with-

out alteration of the flow.

3.2 Experimental Method

The overall average heat transfer coefficients were determined by

the transient teunlique deascribod in Ref. 4- Briefly. the method is

as follows: The rate of change of heat in a small body of sensibly

uniform internal temperature distribution is equated to the heat loss

by convection and radiation to give

dc~ 4:= 0  (tCte> hrA ( C (3.1)

with the boundary conditions
if=e t,-C = 0

t r_ e -L -30CM

where ti is the initial sphere temperature and Ile is the equilibrium

temperature for the combined effects of radiation and convection. If

the difference between the absolute surface temperature and the abso-

lute temperature of the surroundings is not great, Eq. 3.1 may be in-

tegrated for h, and h, not functions of the temperature to yield,

t ,t A(h +hr)%
t e h Z (3.2)f-_I= e cwV

"i-flceh

I ý tI

where the equilibrium temperature te' is,

I = -hC T'e + .r r)to (3.3)
Te ýh + hr

and the equilibrium temperature due to convection heat transfer alone

is given from Eq. 3.3 as

e .n f te -a) (3*4)

It is necessary to determine the radiation heat transfer coeffi-

cient hr independently by making transient cooling runs at no flow
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with turnel pressures reduced to the order of 0.1 =, Hg, so that free

convection currents are eliminated. The heat balance in this case

becomes

LcV - (3-5)

and the solution for the boundary condition

t ~t 0

-_ Ahrt' (3.6)

ti to e CWV

Making use of the temperature time histories on a semi-logar-

ithmic plot as suggested by Eqe, 3.2 and 3.6, the radiation heat

transfer coefficient, hr , and the sum of the radiation and con-

vection coefficients (ha+ h re obtained. The quantity ic

measured by means of a thermocouple placed on the tunnel wall and

te is that aquilibriuiz temperature attained by the sphere after

a very long time. The equilibriim temperature for convection only

may then be calculated from Eq. 3.4. The heat transfer coefficient

due to convection alone, hC , is the arithmetic difference between

the two experimentally determined coefficients Ihc+hr) and hrC~ r

3.3 Spheres

The spheres were made of silver and were mounted on hollow drawn

glass stings as shown in Fig. 2. B and S No. 40 iron and constantan

wires were made into thermocouples and soft soldered into the centers

of the spheres and were then led out through the glass stings to

larger wires on the sting support leading to the recording potenti-

ometer. The spheres are further described in Ref. 4.

3.4 EZperimental Procedure

The sphere in questirn was heated initially to a temperature of

Spproxirately 120 0 -1500 F by means of a radiation furnace consisting

of a IOC watt lamp encased in several radiation shields and mcunted

near the nozzle in the test chamber. This radiant energy was ;nffi-

cient to give the sphere a 10' temperature rise in approximately 10

seconds, The sphere was then romoved frnm the furnace and traversed
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into the air stream on the nozzle centerline with its forward stagnation

point tangent to the exit plane of the nozzle. The tempereture-time

history of the sphere for this pofrition was recorded by means of the

recording potentiometer.

3.5 Instrumentation

All pressures were measured by a precision U-tube manometer (Ref. 9)

to an accuracy of I microns Hg for pressures up to 400 microns and

- 1/4 per cent for pressures above 400 microns.

Sphere temperatures were measured by an iron-constantan thermo-

couple and recorded by a Leeds-Nortcrup potentiometer to an accuracy

of - .017 millivolts - 0.56F and 2.5 per cent in time. The tunnel wall

temperature, t, , and settling chamber temperature, To , were measured

by copper-constantan thermocouples located in the settling chamber and

recorded with a Brown 16 point recording potentiometer to - .03 milli-

volta (t 1.4"r).

In addition to the above special instrumentation, the standard

tunnel equipment and instrumentation as described in Ref. 7 was utilized.

4.0 REDUCTION OF EXPERIMEFTAL DATA

4.1 Flow System
II

The flow parameters required in the data presentation are Mach

number and Reynolds numbers evaluated at the center of the nozzle exit

plane. These values were determined in the following mannar: The

static pressure, p, , was measured by a wall orifice in the constant

area section of the nozzle and the total or impact pressure pi was

measured by a source-shaped impact probe (0.300" O.D.) at the nozzle

exit plane. Agreement between this impact pressure and the reservoir

pressure allowed the use of the following isentropic formula for the

determination of Mach number:

(4.1)

NA =2. 25 -



The stagnation temperature was assumed identical to the measured

settling chamber temperature. As a result, the state temperature was

determined from the Mach number by the adiabatic formula

T 1 - T0  , -I (4.3)

and for ( 1.4

= + o.2aM (4.4)

Assming that perfect gas relationship hold8,the above formulas

for and , together with the measured value of P5 and the coeffi-

cient of viscosity for dry air at temperature T (Ref. i0) enabled the

Reynolds niuber to be calculated by the formula
~e =64~-6 M• psDPei = ro. 64 x I() .JPSE) (4.5)

In Table I are tabulated the tunnel flow conditions for the various

runs. No nozzle blocking corrections were applied.

4.2 Thermal System

The reduction of the thermal data was accomplished by means of
the method outlined in Section 3.2 to result in the values of the

convection coefficients h The final results are shown in Table Ii

in the dimensionless form of the Nusselts nimberiNU m - wherein

the thermal conductivity of the air is evaluated at the equilibrium

temperature of the sphere. A typical plot of log (T - te) versus T-

appears in Fig. 3.

5.0 SOURCES OF EE0RR

5.1 Flow System

Errors incurred in the determination of the Mach and Reynolds

numbers were primarily due to the inaccuracy of the instirientatica

used to measure the pressures and teeperature required in Eqs. 4.2

n , Te ai relativs errors of these quantities vary from

0.1 to 25 per cent and are listed with the quantities themselves in

Table I.

5.2 ThermAl System

The errors attendant to the deteat-ation of tho heat transfer
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poefficlents h0 reside in the measurement of the time-temperature

history of the cooling body and in the separate determination of the

aquilibriut temperature te o These errorn are thus dstermined by

the least count of the recording potentiometers. The largeat least

count,+- .521F, when associated with the smallest temperature dif-

ference measured and used in the computation, 5'F, gives a possible

error of 10 per cent. In addition, the error due to time measurement

is 2.5 per cent. The radiation-conduction correction which is ac-

counted for experimentally in independent rums is subject to the buime

errors due to instrumrentation. Since the radiation-conduction cor-

rection may amount to 50 per cent of the total hast transfer coef-

ficiont(he + Fr ) in the worst casethe maximum uncertainty in the

determination of h0 may possibly be 25 per cent. This uncertainty

in hC will be transmitted directly to the Nusselts number with auy

other error incurred in the value of the thermal conductivity of the

air.

6.0 DISCUSSION OF WXERIMENTAL RESULTS

The analysis given in Section 2.0 results in an expression for

the dimensionless local heat transfer coefficient for the case of slip

flow by virtue of an effective thermal contact resistance due to the tem-

perature Jump boundary condition. The result appears as a function of the

dimensionless local heat transfer coefficient for continuum flow and the

local Each, Reynolds and ?randtl numbers. It is given as
'N U

4a0,NW :+.se°~~ (6.as)

or

(t ~4:.As VI 6.sB)Sj = 4 8 6
'-4/Re Pr

The experimental data is in the for- of overall average heat transfer co-

efficients on spheres and exact prediction of these results cannot be ex-

pected from the foregoing simplified analysis, However, one could expect

that Eq. 66JA would give a method of correlating the data, insofar as it

reduces to the continuum value for &:all •e P and gives a solution for
M

large --- which resembles the free molecule solution of Ref. 3, i.e.,
- _-, for srallM,

Re Pr M
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"For our particular application to overall average heat transfer
from spheres, we shall utilize the solution from Ref. 2 as the specifica-

tion for Nwwhich gives

A. Q e du (6.2)
1~ 1 J

where/ 'Re Pt n'- with U the free stream velocity and

K) the average velocity over the sphere. The experimental data is cor-
- M

related asNm-- Nudv versus Me Pr and appears in Fig. 4 with fl = 1.3.
The value of n = 1.3 was chosen merely to match the solution to the dataM
for small Re Pr " The data correlates as a straight line of slope equal
to 3.42 as determined by the method of least squares. It may be seen in

Fig. 4 that better than 90 per cent of all the experJimental data lies within

a 10 per cent error by NUdV of this line. This is, in general, within the

accuracy of measurement of the data.

The above empirically determined constant, 3.42, enables one to

write an expression for the heat transfer for spheres in a slightly rare-

fied subsonic air stream as

0V

Cuv- +3. \ 1 (6.3)

Re I !r Lidy

The superimposed plot of Eq. 6.3 as well as the theoretical results for

spheres from Refs. 2 and 3 are shown for comparison with the experimental

data in Fig. 5 as Nusselts number versus Reynolds number with Mach number

as the parameter. This figure presents graphically the growing influence
of the rarefaction parameter upon the heat transfer and also illus-

Re
trates the ability of the proposed rarefaction correction to match the
eont½,n.q and free moleciie flow solutions.

In Fig. 6 analybical results of the continut= low Reynolds num-

ber and free molecule flow regions are shown for comparison with 1nown

existing experimontal data for heat transfer from spheres.

Temperature recovery factors have not been presented because

the instrtmentation used prevented obtaining an acceptable accuracy in

the measurement of this quantity.
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7.0 RESULTS

7.1 Experimental average overall heat transfer coefficients were

obtained for spheres in a rarefied subsonic air stream where the Mach

number and Reynolds number varied from 0.1 to 0.69 and 1.7 to 124,

respectively.

7.2 A semi-empirical formulation of the Nusselts number for spheres

in a rarefied subsonic air stream is obtained by correcting the con-

tinuum solutlo fouL an affcctivo thormal contact trerisgnrs dne to

the temperature Jump boundary condition.

7.3 The presented data follow the same trends toward the free mole-

cule solution as was first shown in Ref, 4 for spheres in rarefied

supersonic flows.
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TAB=L I

SUBSCNIC NOZZLE FLCW CONDITIONS

STO IMaximum Error
Tunnel Flow Rate e (er cemn)
__o(miur (iurns __Ru No. (Ibs/r) (iR) (per inch Re

236(s) 20 193 538 .69 110 - .1 - .6

236(b) 20 374 539 .37 116 - 1.3 1.6

237 20 363 535 .37 106 2- 2.3 1 1.6

238 2.3 36 543 .59 17 - .7 8.5

239 2.3 136 537 .17 17 +17 +-17

240 2.3 63 543 .35 17 +7,7 +9.3

241 2.3 62 538 .37 18 -7.7 9.3

242(a) 2.3 61 536 .37 18 7.7 +- 9.3

242(b) 2.3 241 536 .10 18 t25 t25

243 2.3 236 538 .10 17 -25 -25

244 50 3293 539 .10 248 t-16 t-16

245 40 1305 543 .21 205 - 3.6 :3.9

246(a) 40 738 538 .37 207 +- 1.2 t 1.5

26(b) 40 440 543 .59 211 .5 t .8

247 30 570 530 .37 166 . 1.2 - 1.5



TABLE II

Thnnsi Sphere h Mu NtTu l D iameteýi h•+C e r o i

RI c-(inchesj (OFI~ v ____ ___

236(a) .100 4.00 72.5 .84 3.16 1.76 11.0 .69
.175 2.50 70.1 .54 1.96 1.92 19.3 .69
.250 2.31 68.9 .23 2.08 2.91 27.6 .69
.500 1.53 69.4 .12 1.41. 3.95 55.1 .69

236(b) ,100 4.91 77.6 .84 4.06 2.24 11.6 .37
.250 2.66 77.5 .23 2.43 3.36 29.1 .37

237 .175 3.22 77.8 .54 2.68 2.59 18.5 .37
238 .1w0 1.72 83.9 .84 .844 .477j 1.69 .59

.175 .98 83.1 .28 ,703 .6731 2.96 .59

.250 1.07 81.1 .23 .834 1.14 4.23 .59

.500 .71 78.2 .12 .59 1,63 8.46 .59
239 .100 3.01 78.5 .84 2.17 1.19 1.73 .17

.175 1.80 78.3 .28 1.52 1.47 3.03 .17
.250 1.58 78.4 .23 1.35 1.86 4.32 ,17
.500 1.06 78.2 .12 .94 2.58 8.66 .17

240 .500 .81 73.7 .12 .69 1.90 8037 .35
241 .175 1.31 78.6 .28 1.03 .9q 3.14 .37

,250 1.26 77.9 .23 1.03 1.42 4.49 .37
2.2(a) .100 2.19 73.2 .84 1.35 .75 1.76 .37
242(b) .500 1.05 73.0 .12 .93 2.58 8.75 .10
243 .100 3.62 76.6 .84 2.78 1.54 1.73 .10

.175 2.12 77.6 28 1.84 1.78 3.02 .10

.250 1.97 76.3 .23 1.73 2.40 4.33 .10
244 .100 7.92 75.3 .84 7.08 3.92 24.8 .10

,175 4.92 75.3 .28 4.64 4.50 43.3 .10
.250 4.06 76.2 .23 3,83 5.30 61.9 .10
.500 2.60 76.3 .12 2.48 6.86 124.0 .10

245 .100 7.10 79.6 .84 6.26 3.45 20.5 .21
.175 4.40 79.6 .28 4.12 3.97 35.2 .21
.250 3.82 79.6 .23 3,59 4.94 50.3 .21
.500 2.57 78.7 .12 2.45 I 6.75 101.0 .21

"46(a) .100 6,60 68.6 .84 5.76 3.23 20.8 t37
.175 4.13 69.1 .28 3.85 3.77 36.3 .37
,250 3.56 70,7 .23 3.33 4.65 51.9 .37
.500 2.39 71.2 .12 2,27 6.33 103.0 .37

246(b) .100 5.95 69.5 .84 5.11 2.86 27.1 .59
.175 3.70 69,5 .28 3.42 3.35 36.8 .59
.250 3.26 70.8 .23 3.03 4.22 52.6 .59
,5o0 2.22 68.4 .32 2,09 5z87 105.o 0 .59

247 100 5,89 69.5 .84 4.95 2.77 16.6 ,37
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